Guest at the silesian nobility
Highlights:
Five-day bus trip to Lower Silesia: walk “in the footsteps of Joseph
von Eichendorff” with readings from his works, visitthe House of
Gerhard Hauptmann in Agnetendorf, have an easy walk in the
mountains, visit Wroclaw, see an organ concert in the amazing
Friedenskirche in Schweidnitz and have a walk through Dresden.
Day 1: Departure from Frankfurt/Main Central Station at 9 o‘clock.
Along the historic „High Way“ we reach our hotel in the Valley of
Hirschberg by the evening.
Day 2: Our first optional day trip goes to Castle Lomnitz, after
visiting the castle there is time for a break. In the afternoon we
see the house, where Gerhard Hauptmann lived for 45 years.
Day 3: The second optional excursion takes us via Schweidnitz to
Wroclaw. In Schweidnitz we visit the Friedenskirche and listen to a
short organ recital. In Wroclaw we see the Ring, the Cathedral on
the Island and the Century-hall. Then you have free time to
explore this graceful city.
Day 4: The last optional excursion takes us to the Sudetes
Mountains. We visit the Church of Wang, an 800-year-old wooden
church, that comes from Norway. After lunch we take a chairlift
to the crest of the Mountains from where we take an easy hike
back to the church of Wang. In the evening you will hear excerpts
from Eichendorff's novel: "Out of the life of a scoundrel."
„Aus dem Leben eines Taugenichts“
Day 5: Return via Dresden. We park at the Semper Opera and go
over the Brühl Terrace along the Museum Albertinum to the
„Frauenkirche“. We see the Hofkirche, the Taschenberg palace
and the Zwinger. In the evening we are back in Frankfurt/Main.

Services:
- journey in a modern bus
- 4 x accommodation with half board
- English speaking tour-guide
- musical / literary evening
- travel insurance certificate
Dates and prices see in the german version of this website

